Los Angeles, CA

9/14/17

A
ONLINE MUSIC INSTRUCTOR
Position Summary:
Auditone Music Group LLC is looking for a talented Online Music Instructor for a direct hire,
full or part-time.
Founded in 2015 in Germany, Auditone has successfully prepared dozens of musicians for all
top music universities in Europe (such as University of Music Vienna, Berlin, Detmold and many
more). Currently the young company offers aural skills and theory classes worldwide and
cooperates with music professors to ensure the best education for musicians. The company
continues its rapid growth, propelled by online classes at the university level and upholds a
reputation for utilizing cutting edge technology paired with years of classical education
experience from professionals.
This role will work together with the board of executives to create a new preparation class for
undergraduate / graduate studies at USC’s Thornton School of Music. The prerequisites at the
Thornton School of Music are rigorous so as a result of that, students need professional precollege education. This position will provide aural skills training and music theory exercises,
work with other employees to implement these lessons into a well-known online system that
brought many students to universities in Europe over the last few years.

Key Responsibilities:

-

create new music theory exercises
create and record new aural skills exercises
create a sophisticated preparatory class to get accepted at USC
cooperate with the CTO to put all lessons online

Qualifications:

- currently enrolled in an undergraduate / graduate program at the USC Thornton School of
Music

- 5 or more years of experience at the professional level of classical music performance and/or
instruction

- excellent knowledge in classical music theory
- very good aural skills
Auditone Music Group LLC offers flexible working hours and home office. Salary $15-18 d.o.e..

If you are interested in joining a talented team at a unique and exciting company, please
submit a resume (Word or PDF) to jobs@auditone.de describing your skills, relevant
experience, and prior work history.

